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The project seeks to create a vibrant and lively 
neighborhood by creating favorable conditions 
for established as well as start-up businesses. 
The favorable conditions will attract creative 
professionals and minor production, otherwise 
founded closer to city center. The extrovert 
production of the creative professionals will 
kickstart the urban development in the new 
neighborhood, benefitting the initial residents. By 
branding Sluisbuurt as a dynamic and productive 
neighborhood, the positive development will 
snowball, and continuously raise the quality of the 
area. 
The favorable conditions are established by 
adding public, flexible and extrovert spaces for 
production, retail and commercial purposes, to 
the predesignated housing. We call these spaces 
“de rode zalen” or “the red halls”. The red halls 

will define this, the first phase of the masterplan, 
as a special area, and a catalyst for urban 
development in Sluisbuurt. 
The halls are distributed evenly on the project site, 
inducing vibrant activity throughout the buildings. 
The halls are serviced by a hub and a storage/
distribution area (see above), making it favorable 
to start up or run a business within the project 
site. As Sluisbuurt develops, different parts of the 
neighborhood will be serviced by the hub and 
distribution as well.
The housing and the red halls are implemented 
on the project site by breaking down the massive 
volumes proposed in the original masterplan. 
The smaller volumes are stacked creating urban 
spaces in touch with the human scale as known 
from the classic midrise city. By displacing, turning 
and shaping a few basic building blocks, high 

aesthetic complexity is achieved. Furthermore, 
a large amount of common outdoor spaces 
emerges as a terraced landscape throughout the 
vertical city. At every compilation of the smaller 
volumes, a red hall and an outdoor space is 
introduced, providing an ever-present opportunity 
for residents, workers and visitors to cross paths and 
gain from each other socially and professionally.
The entire system is based on a simple grid 
structure, ensuring the quality of the housing, and 
keeping building costs, in the highly diverse system, 
at a reasonable level. The rational grid structure 
is flexible in nature, and allow for a very diverse 
expression and apartment layout. The facades 
of the buildings will feature a mix of materials 
representing present day Amsterdam, and create 
a historic yet contemporary backbone in the 
Sluisbuurt masterplan. 
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de rode zalen

productive program - de rode zalen:

productive program - implementation at project site
productive cities

my house!

narrow profile

major production space

the red halls

the hub

semiprivate roof 
gardens

Housing - The human scale of midrise 
Amsterdam

De rode zalen/the red halls - 
Flexible production, retail and 
office space

Project site - The qualities of a 
midrise city + vibrant production 
in a vertical millieu

my neighbour!

productive square

The decomposition of the 
building blocks and towers 
into smaller houses inspire a 
sense of belonging in exactly 
that part of the building. Your 
appartment is effectively unique, 
be it in material, location or the 
character of the common areas 
surrounding it.

By gradually minimizing the width 
of the towers, a narrow profile is 
achieved at the higher levels. This 
minimizes the negative impact 
of shadows and creates a more 
elegant expression.

At ground level, major production 
space house larger businesses, and the 
majority of retail/commercial spaces. 
While the spaces are lerge in nature, 
they can be subdivided to house minor 
production, should the need arise.

The red halls are distributed 
evenly throughut the project site - 
horisontally as well as vertically. At 
the foot of every house a common 
roof terrace in conjunction with the 
productive halls, offer an opportunity 
for the residents and the workers 
to interact. This softens the border 
between private and public space.

The hub is a catalyst for business start-up 
and develpment. The hub is serviced 
by the municipality in cooperation with 
local business-owners, providing help 
and knowledge for people wanting to 
start a business in Sluisbuurt.

A setback in the housing blocks 
allow for large roofgardens to 
face the squares, and offer an 
attractive social extension of the 
general apartment. The setback 
help to further decompose 
the large volumes into a more 
humane scale, raising the quality 
of the productive squares.

The decomposition into smaller 
houses grants the opportunity to 
form minor owners associations. 
This creates communitys within 
communitys, of a size that is 
managable to the individual 
resident. Within this system, you 
will actually be able to get to 
know your neighbours, and 
hopefully benefit socially.

The productive squares are vibrant 
dynamic urban spaces. Visitors, 
workers and residents all contribute 
to and gain from the flexible and 
autonomous space, making it 
everchanging and dvierse. This is 
the perfect frame for reintroducing 
production in the city.
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03. Plots sizes and functions

01. hub
02. production

03. distribution

company

coop

entrepreneur

The hub is a catalyst for business start-up and develpment. 
The hub is serviced by the municipality in cooperation with 
local business-owners, providing help and knowledge for 
people wanting to start a business in Sluisbuurt. Furthermore, 
the hub contains basic meeting rooms, workshop spaces 
and production facilities, available for small businesses, that 
have not yet access to such functions. 
The hub contains commercial and retail space, making it 
a vibrant place buzzing with talk, and productive activity. 
People of different age and background criss-cross, share 
ideas and gain from eachother.

The production spaces are extrovert and flexible, and 
can house minor as well as major production facilities, 
to accommodate varying need for space, as a 
business grows. The production spaces are distributed 
evenly throughout the project site, and dominates 
the ground floor, creating a lively surrounding urban 
space. While the larger production spaces at ground 
level are well suited for major production facilities, the 
minor spaces at higher levels are well suited for business 
communitys, and digital production. Hence, the red 
halls accomodates a large variety of commercial and 
productive functions.

Potential entrepreneur 
wating to start or grow a 
business.

Group of creative professionals 
wanting to start or grow a coop 
business.

Established companies from outside 
Amsteram looking for a place closer 
to the city center with favourable 
conditions.

The distribution consist of storage, transportation 
and sales. The storage facilitys are located 
beneath the parking and are easily accesible 
from the production space as well as the street 
level. The sales facilities are placed in the red 
halls at ground level, i.e. a local markethall. The 
main point is to streamline the logistical part of the 
businesses, leaving plenty of time for production 
and development, making it easier to startup and 
run a new business.
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01. Program

Plot 01:
Total area: 19.870 m2
Housing:   8.130 m2
Productive area:   3.460 m2
Student housing:   6.280 m2
(lower tower)
Parking: 160 units - 80 p-spots
Total parking area:   2.000 m2
 
Plot 02:
Total area:     17.240 m2
Housing:    8.970 m2
Productive area:   3.220 m2
Hotel:                   3.800 m2
(lower tower)
Parking:     100 units - 50 p-spots
Total parking area:   1.250 m2 

Plot 03:
Total area: 11.610 m2
Housing:   7.860 m2
Productive area:   2.650 m2
Parking: 88 units - 44 p-spots
Total parking area:   1.100 m2

Plot 04:
Total area:  14.540 m2
Housing:   10.380 m2
Productive area:    2.710 m2
Parking:    115 units - 58 p-spots
Total parking area:   1.450 m2

Plot 05:
Total area: 3.430 m2 
Productive area: 3.430 m2
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living - working - sharing

apartment layout

minor production space

apartment layout

parking

major production space

flexible production 
space in tower

Spatial sequence

roof gardens

At the lower levels apprtments 
are services by an inner corridor 
and span over 2 floors. This 
ensures well-lit appartments 
facing both street and courtyard.

Larger production spaces above 
ground level are well-suited for digital 
production. Minor startup businesses 
could be housed here, sharing 
larger spaces with peers in a office-
collective style of workplace.

At the uper levels the building 
narrows and apartments can 
span over an entre floor, services 
by a core stairwell and lift.

Parking and distribution is placed 
in the basement underneath the 
project site. Parking at -1 and 
distribution at -2.

At ground level, major production 
space house larger businesses, and the 
majority of retail/commercial spaces. 
While the spaces are lerge in nature, 
they can be subdivided to house minor 
production, should the need arise.

Every eight floors, flexible 
productions spaces / the red halls 
splits the housing blocks creating 
a highly public vibrant space for 
residents, businesses and visitors 
to interact.

In conjunction with every 
production space, roof gardens 
offer an attractive and ever 
present pause available for 
businesses as well as residents.

The urban space varies 
in height and width 
through the project, 
resembling the spatial 
sequence in older parts 
of Amsterdam.

tower level 1 - 1:2000

Section AA - 1:300

view - productive square

typical housing plan - 1:2000

ground floor - 1:2000
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tectonics

materiality

front gardensthe red hallsgreen public space

green terraces

diverse street profile

roof gardens

HUB

The facade varies in shape and 
materiality, giving each house 
an individual expression. The 
subdivision of the larger blocks 
into smaller houses enhance the 
sense of belonging, a sense of 
“my house”.

Occasionally the housing blocks 
reach street level, creating 
a common front garden in 
conjunction with an indoor 
common room. The gardens help 
populate the street, and breaks 
down the major red halls.

The red halls are cast in rough 
stained red concrete, giving 
a distinct expression, easily 
recognizable throughout the 
project site. The halls are open in 
nature extending the productive 
and commercial functions into 
the street.

As defined by the masterplan, 
the project site is broken down by 
multiple green or active pocket 
parks. 

On top of the productive halls, 
at the foot of the housing 
blocks, green terraces offer an 
attractive semiprivate space for 
the residents. The green terraces 
enhance the quality of the street, 
adding a green layer close to 
ground level.

As the houses varies in height 
and shift positions back and 
forth, the major block is broken 
down at street level, creating a 
varied, and far from monotonous 
expression. 

In conjunction with every 
production space, roof gardens 
offer an attractive and ever 
present pause available for 
businesses as well as residents.

The courtyard space ends up 
at the prime productive and 
commercial hub. The roof of 
the hub is covered in public 
terraced gardens, and acts as an 
extension of the public space.

A simple grid structure on loadbearing 
flexible productive halls keeps building 
costs at a reasonable level, and ease 
customization for a varied layout 
throughout the project site.

Brick is the dominant material. The color 
scheme is red-brownish remenescent 
of Amsterdam center. The warm and 
substantial brickwork is occasionally 
contrasted by contemporary materials 
such as stretch metal, glass and 
concrete, resembling Amsterdam city 
as a whole.

Few, carefully dimensioned building 
blocks, combines into complex systems 
seemingly unique. By simply adding 
floors and displacing the individual 
blocks endless variations are possible. 
The broken down scale opposes the 
non-human size of the sluisbuurt towers.

A2A1 B2.1B1.1 B2.2B1.2 B2.3B1.3

grid and construction

proposed materiality

concretebrick 1 brick 2 brick 3 stretch metal glass

types and variations

view - street south of project site

Facade street south - 1:300
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